














BC 136 Apr 15 (total): Babylon 
SE 175, month XII2. The 29th, solar eclipse. When it began on 
the south-west side, in 18 deg daytime in the morning it became 
entirely total (TIL ma TIL ti gar AN). (It began) at 24 deg after 
sunrise. 

BC 136 Apr 15 (total): Babylon 
SE 175, [king] Arsaces, [month XII2]. The 29th, at 24 deg after 
sunrise, solar eclipse; when it began on the south and west side, 
[…] [Ven]us, Mercury and the Normal stars were visible; Jupiter 
and Mars, which were in their period of invisibility, were visible 
in its eclipse […] it threw off (the shadow) from west and south 
to north and east; 35 deg onset, maximal phase and clearing; in 
its eclipse, the north wind which was set [to the west side blew…]. 







BC 120 Jun 1/2  (mag. = 1.02) 

[BM 45845 (=LBAT 1442), Obv. and Rev.] 

Year 128 (Arsacid), that is year 192 (SE), king Arsaces. 
Month II 14. Moonrise to sunset 6,30 (= 6½) deg, measured. 
5 deg after α Her culminated, lunar eclipse beginning on the 
north-east side. After 24 deg, 1 UD lacked to totality. 6 deg 
duration of maximal phase, until it began to become bright. 
In 24 deg, it became bright from north-east to south-west. 
54(?) deg total duration… (Began) at 66 deg after sunset. 













AD 761 Aug 5: China (Chang'an) 

“Shangyuan reign period, 2nd year, 7th month, day guiwei 
[20], the first day of the month. The Sun was eclipsed; the 
large stars were all seen. The Astronomer Royal, Chu Dan, 
reported: ‘On day guiwei the Sun diminished. Precisely 
after 6 ke in the hour of chen, the loss began. 
Precisely after 1 ke in the hour of si it was total. At 1 ke 
before the hour of wu it was restored to fullness’.” (Jiu 
Tangshu, 36). 

N.B. Each ke was equal to 0.24 h. 






















